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Duality in a fermionlike formulation for the electromagnetic field
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We employ the Dirac-like equation for the gauge field proposed by Majorana to obtain an action that is
symmetric under duality transformation. We also use the equivalence between duality and chiral symmetry in
this fermionlike formulation to show how the Maxwell action can be seen as a mass term.

PACS number~s!: 11.15.2q, 11.10.Ef, 11.30.Cp, 11.30.Rd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, many papers have been published exploring
issue of duality. This production has been motivated by
relation between duality symmetry and theories with stro
and weak coupling@1#. Another motivation has been due
the presence of various duality symmetries in string theo
@2#, specifically, the target space duality (T duality!, which is
the symmetry of the low energy effective field theory, andS
duality ~the generalization of the electric or magnetic du
ity! which is the invariance under theSL(2,R) duality trans-
formations of the equations of motion for the bosonic sec
of the heterotic string. In addition to these, a very import
interest resides in the electrically and magnetically char
black holes in the semiclassical view@3#.

Consequently, one of the first dualities observed,
electric-magnetic duality in Maxwell’s equations, has r
ceived great attention. However, the problem that arise
preserving the duality symmetry and, at the same time,
manifest Lorentz covariance when the duality is imp
mented is a very difficult obstacle. The main objective in t
literature is to construct a duality symmetric action which
also manifestly Lorentz invariant.

Schwarz and Sen~SS! @4# proposed a dual invariant ac
tion in which one more potential has been introduced gen
alizing theT duality symmetric string action@5# to the case
of the heterotic string. Although this formulation is not man
festly covariant it is classically and quantically Poincare´ in-
variant. One way to recover the manifest Lorentz invarian
is to produce a nonpolynomial action, but this makes
quantization difficult. An alternative procedure is to use t
Hamiltonian formalism in which, after the introduction of a
infinite set of fields~this idea was first used to analyze chir
bosons@6,7#! it is possible to get suitable duality condition
@8#. The corresponding action, in ten dimensions, contain
an infinite number of fields, is manifestly invariant und
electromagnetic duality transformation. After compactific
tion to four dimensions it results into a local Maxwell actio
with electric and magnetic sources@9#. The study of the di-
mensional dependence of the electromagnetic duality
carried out in@10# and the connection between duality a
bosonization was shown in@11#.
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In the approach of the source-free Maxwell theory in
arbitrary background geometry, the duality symmetry un
general electric-magnetic field rotations can be implemen
in a nonlocal way, as was introduced by Deser and Tei
boim ~DT! @12#. If the manifest covariance is lost, we ca
construct quadratic actions for these models. It can be pro
that this formulation is equivalent to the one of Schwarz-S
@13# via path integral formalism. In Ref.@14# sources were
introduced into these nonmanifestly invariant actions and
covariantization of this procedure has been accomplishe
@15#.

Khoudeir and Pantoja~KP! @16#, getting back to the non-
polynomial action scheme, suggested a Lorentz invar
version of the SS model by using an auxiliary timelike co
stant vector in the action. This vector in fact violates t
manifest covariance. Pasti, Sorokin, and Tonin~PST! @17#,
making good use of this idea, proposed a generalization
the DT, SS, and KP duality symmetric actions presenting
KP unit norm auxiliary vector as a Lorentz frame vector fie
that can be related to the gravitation interaction. The act
constructed is manifestly covariant.

In this work we use the fermionlike formulation of Majo
rana@18,19# for the Maxwell theory to propose an action th
is invariant under relativistic and duality transformation
Fermionlike formulation for the electromagnetic theory h
been studied extensively by Dvoeglazov@20#, but connec-
tions with duality has not been explored. This paper is or
nized as follows: in Sec. II we review the work of Majoran
and obtain a Dirac-like expression for the Maxwell equatio
in the absence of sources. This femionlike formulation e
couraged us to explore the chiral aspects in the theory. T
is accomplished in Sec. III where we show that duality is
kind of chirality and in this context we propose our actio
which is invariant under duality. In Sec. IV we demonstra
that the Poincare´ generators obeys the algebra on-shell.
nally, the conclusion and final observations are in Sec. V

II. FERMIONLIKE FORMULATION

The well known Maxwell’s equations are

¹•E5r, ~1!

¹•B50, ~2!
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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¹3B2
]E

]t
5 j , ~3!

¹3E1
]B

]t
50. ~4!

Now we want to look for a fermionlike formulation o
these equations based on the work of Majorana@19#. In his
work Majorana enhanced the role in electrodynamics of
complex quantityF5E2 iB, which was emphasized latel
by Weinberg@21# and others@22#. The main motivation for
this construction is the well known fact that at the statisti
level, the electric and magnetic fieldsE andB are connected
~through the quantityE21B2) to the local mean number o
photons. Hence, an expression for the probability quan
wave of a photon can be given in terms ofE and B. It
provides a meaning different from the usual one, where
electromagnetic four-potential is introduced.

The first step is to build elements and vectors that all
us to couple two equations into only one. To accomplish t
we note that Eqs.~3! and ~4!, for j50, can be rewritten as

i
]E
]t

5
1

i
~s•¹!iB ~5!

and

i
]~ i B!

]t
5

1

i
~s•¹! E ~6!

where

E5S E1

E2

E3

D and B5S B1

B2

B3

D . ~7!

Note that we have defineds as three matrices 333, by
(si) jk52 i e i jk , where e i jk is the Levi-Civita totally anti-
symmetric tensor normalized so thate12351 and (s•¹)B
5(si)

jk] jBk .
With this definition thesi matrices have the explicit struc

ture

s15S 0 0 0

0 0 2 i

0 i 0
D , s25S 0 0 i

0 0 0

2 i 0 0
D ,

~8!

s35S 0 2 i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0
D ,

which satisfy the angular-momentum algebra

@si ,sj #252 i e i jksk ~ i , j ,k51,2,3!, ~9!

and in this way Eq.~5!, for example, can be rewritten as
02770
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i
]Ei

]t
5~si !

jk
•] jBk . ~10!

In order to express Eqs.~5! and ~6! in a fermionlike for-
mulation we define two important 636 matrices,

G05S I 0

0 2ID and GW 5S 0 s

2s 0D . ~11!

G0 and GW play the role of the Dirac gamma matrices, a
though they do not obey the usual gamma anticommuta
relations. We can also introduce a matrix that is equivalen
Dirac’s g5,

G55S 0 I

I 0D , ~12!

where I is the 333 identity matrix. One can check tha
$G5 , Gm%50, m50, . . . ,3.

With these definitions Eqs.~5! and ~6! can be put in a
more compact form

i
]C

]t
5

1

i
~S•¹! C⇒~] t1S•¹!C50, ~13!

whereS is

S5S 0 s

s 0D . ~14!

Equation ~13! resembles the massless Dirac equation, a
one can considerC as a~quantum! wave function for the
photon of the type

C5S E

i BD ~15!

and

C̄5~E† iB†! ~16!

whereC̄5C†G0 is an analogue of the Hermitian conjugate
definition. Notice that onlyE andB have physical meaning
and we will useE† and B† as auxiliary fields. So, we can
note thatC†C5E21B2, with E†5E andB†5B . Now we
can see the importance of the complex notation in the c
struction ofC which mimics a Dirac spinor.

In terms of theG matrices we may rewrite Eq.~13! as

i G0

]C

]t
5

1

i
~G0 S•¹! C

5
1

i
~GW •¹! C ~17!

⇒~G0] t1GW •¹!C50 ~18!

or compactly
2-2
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Gm]mC50, ~19!

though it is not manifestly covariant.

III. CHIRALITY AND DUALITY TRANSFORMATIONS

We can also note that Eq.~19! is invariant under the chira
transformation

C→C5eiuG5C. ~20!

In terms of the fieldsE andB we have

E5cosuE2sinuB, ~21!

B5cosuB1sinuE,

which is a rotation and, particularly foru52p/2, we re-
cover the duality transformation.

This invariance can also be verified in the following L
grangian density

L5 iaC̄~G0] t1GW •¹!C, ~22!

or compactlyL5 iaCGm]mC, where the vectorsC andC†

must be taken conveniently as independent. In order to
vide the correct dimension of the action in the natural un
(\5c51) we have introduced a parametera whose dimen-
sion is mass21 and does not modify the equations of m
tion.

In terms ofE andB Eq. ~22! is given by

L5a~ iE†Ė1 iB†Ḃ2E†s•¹B1B†s•¹E!, ~23!

which is first order in the time derivative and consequen
has a Hamiltonian formulation. The physical quantities of
theory are real and the main role of the auxiliary fields is
the mathematical construction of the Maxwell equations
we will see below.

The equations of motion forE† and B† can be obtained
from the Euler-Lagrange equations

]L
]Ei

2] t

]L
]Ėi

2] j

]L
]~] jEi !

50 ~24!

and

]L
]Bi

2] t

]L
]Ḃi

2] j

]L
]~] jBi !

50, ~25!

with the following results,

2 i
]E†

]t
5

1

i
~s•¹!iB† ~26!

and

2 i
]~ iB†!

]t
5

1

i
~s•¹!E†, ~27!
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which are the Hermitian conjugated of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, re-
spectively. The equations of motion forE andB are obtained
from

]L
]Ei

†
50 and

]L
]Bi

†
50, ~28!

and as a result we have Eqs.~5! and ~6!.
Equations~1! and~2! for r50 comes from the fact thatE

andB are orthogonal to the propagation vector, namely

k•E50 and k•B50. ~29!

The mass term: It is well known that a term likeC̄C
breaks the chiral invariance. In this formulation it is given

C̄C5E†
•E2B†

•B, ~30!

which resembles the Maxwell Lagrangian density~with E†

5E, B†5B) and highlights the connection between chir
symmetry and duality. A mass term in the Dirac form is n
invariant under chiral transformation and the Maxwell L
grangian is not invariant under duality transformation.

IV. THE GENERATORS OF THE POINCARE´ ALGEBRA

Notice that, as the Schwarz-Sen model, Eq.~23! is not a
Lorentz scalar. However, it is our task now to demonstr
that the theory is relativistically invariant as it obeys t
Poincare´ algebra.

We have computed the generators of the Poincare´ algebra
in the usual way, that is, by using the energy-moment
tensor as

Qmn5
]L

]~]mf i !

]f i

]xn
2gmnL ~31!

where f i are the basic fieldsEi(Ei
†) and Bi(Bi

†) . Conse-
quently the linear and angular momenta are given by

H5P05E d3xQ005aE d3x@E†s•¹B2B†s•¹E#,

Pk5E d3 x Q0k5 iaE d3x@E†]kE1B†]kB#, ~32!

and

Mmn5 iaE d3x@xm~E†]nE1B†]nB!2xn~E†]mE1B†]mB!#,

~33!

wherem,n 5 0, . . . ,3 andk 5 1, . . . ,3. Finally it can be
shown in a straightforward calculation that they obey t
Poincare´ algebra on-shell, i.e.,

$Pk ,P0%50, ~34!

$Mmn ,P0%50,
2-3
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$Mmn ,Pk%5gknPm2gkmPn ,

$Mm0 ,Pk%5gkmP0 ,

$Mmn ,Mls%5gnlMms2gmsM nl

2gnsMml2gmlM ns .

So, we have demonstrated that the action in Eq.~23! de-
scribes a theory that is relativistically invariant on-shell.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed an already known fermionlike form
lation for the electromagnetic theory and proposed a co
sponding Lagrangian invariant under duality transformati
This invariance can be seen as a particular case of c
B

a,

m

02770
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transformation in the fermionlike formulation. We have ca
ried out our analysis in order to verify the Poincare´ invari-
ance of this formulation, and have found that, although
being manifestly covariant, it is relativistically invariant on
shell. We also have compared the chiral variant mass t
with the Maxwell Lagrangian, which is duality noninvarian
As a perspective for the future we intend to study the dua
symmetry in other formulations of the electromagnetism.
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